MimioClarity

Classroom Audio
Distribution System

Amplify learning from the front row to the last with Boxlight’s new classroom audio
system. Our networked system is easy to set up and has an unparalleled quality of
sound, so the only thing your teachers have to think about is teaching!
MimioClarity™ is a classroom audio system consisting of a 60-watt amplifier, speakers (ceiling
and wall-mounted versions), a teacher microphone, and student microphone. The sound
is evenly distributed throughout the room via speakers that are strategically placed in the
classroom. Now teachers can use a quieter, more natural tone instead of straining to project
their voice to the back of the room, and the sound is not blasted at their students or carried
into adjacent classrooms. The teacher microphone has a breakaway lanyard for safety along
with two programmable buttons for control of MimioStudio™ classroom software, Microsoft
Office, Google Classroom, and other front-of-class software on the teacher’s computer.
•

Every student will have the acoustical advantage associated with sitting in the front row,
allowing them to hear and engage with the lesson and content.

•

The MimioClarity system is a networked device allowing for easy management and
updates, and even connecting with existing school audio systems.

•

The easy link feature ensures that the microphone only works within the same room as
the amplifier—no sharing of private conversations outside the classroom door.

•

The microphones are lightweight and rechargeable, lasting all day so there is no
interruption of instructional time.

•

With the MimioClarity microphones, all you hear is a clear voice with no wind
or boom effects.

To learn more, visit boxlight.com/mimioclarity or
call 866.972.1549.
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Available in a variety of
bundles to work with
your room or class size.

WH OL E-CLASS LE ARNING

Made in the USA, the MimioClarity
system has superior sound quality,
reliability, and is classroom-rugged

MimioClarity Classroom Audio System

Wearable breakaway teacher microphone

MimioClarity RF
means no unwanted
interference with Wi-Fi
or Bluetooth

Distributes teacher’s voice or multimedia
audio evenly across the classroom

Microphones stay
charged for up to 10 hours
and work in every
direction—no dead zones!

Use as a clicker to go through your lessons

Easily make system updates
through a web portal

Bundles
Small or large classroom bundle with base station (a combined media input, microphone receiver, and amplifier), teacher and
student microphone, and choice of two or four ceiling or wall-mounted speakers with plenum cable wiring. Additional speakers and
accessories available.

Support You Can Count On
We know how important it is to feel confident in the tools you use every day, so we make sure you can count on our
products and service. We offer flexible training resources, our MimioConnect™ online educator community, and USbased in-house, dedicated product specialists. Email, chat, or call us 24/7/365 and we will be there to support you.

Community
MimioConnect is our online educator community. It has an extensive library of lesson plans for interactive whiteboards,
and you can also share your own favorites with others. Become involved in discussions on our forums, or start your own
group for sharing files and ideas. Get answers to your questions from experts, or take live online or on-demand courses
that suit your timetable. Join today at mimioconnect.com.

To learn more, visit boxlight.com/mimioclarity
or call 866.972.1549.

